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Self Leadership + Business Mentor.
Former Professional Actress. Spiritual 
badass.

I leverage my acting expertise to teach 
female leaders how to become the persona 
of success so they can unapologetically 
stand in their power + build to a
multi 6-figure business that influences the 
world on a larger scale.

I'm Serah D’Laine 



SELF LEADERSHIP
SYSTEMS

BUSINESS/BRANDING
STRATEGY

I teach female leaders the most efficient 
transformational leadership skills so they 

can truly know the power, potential + 
possibilities to do more than they 

thought they could.

I help coaches + consultants create a 
6-Figure signature system so they can 
stand out + help others at the level 

they know they’re capable of. 



 
I believe that when women entrepreneurs step powerfully into their highest 

potential, they will be key contributors to evolution of economic growth.
Women owned, inspiration driven businesses, set a higher standard towards 
inclusiveness, empathy + collaboration while ultimately elevating the spiral

of cultural consciousness.

MY MISSION
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I commit to promoting your podcast on the following 
platforms for maximum exposure + reach.

Instagram Stories + swipe up + Livestream
I will promote the day of our interview + once it’s live 
on podcast site. As well as a shout-out on my “SOUL 
CIRCLE”, my weekly Insta livestream.

Email List
I will promote the interview out to my subscriber list 

Website
Our interview will live on my website page as well as 
blog page with customized thumbnail linking to 
Podcast
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YOUTUBE
1792

Subscribers

119,952K
Total Views

INSTAGRAM
16.9K

Followers
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12% ROI

CLUBHOUSE
2.2K

Followers

“Lead Like HER”
CLUB

551 Members



FOLLOWERS SAID



Finally I have found someone who 
“gets it”. The work we did together 

continues to provide me with the 
tools to continue on my healing 

journey…..just instantly took me to a 
whole new level of understanding 
and awareness. Like ripping out all 

the shit + giving it the finger 
empowering.

Demian Lichtenstein

“Simply said, Serah is such a 
woman…..where any man or 
woman who comes within her 
sphere of supreme influence & 
chooses her as a mentor, will 

forever have the trajectory of their 
life altered for their highest good”

Mandy A.

Serah's work is unlike any other 
therapist. If you truly want 

change in your life, Serah will 
help you navigate your journey 

unlike anyone else. I am so 
forever grateful for the support, 

love and friendship that has 
blossomed during our work 

together.

Natalie Mazzoni Carolyn C.

We have covered more ground 
than I have through years of 

therapy. My relationships & ability 
to attract the right partner have 
shifted. I've experienced such 

beautiful changes in my 
relationship with myself through 
my acceptance of my personal 

power & femininity.

Co-Founding member of the
Association of Transformational Leaders (ATL)

The Soulful Alchemist, Numerologist, AU Actress , USWellbeing Therapist, London UK

read more testimonials

CLIENTS SAID

https://serah-d-laine.mykajabi.com/testimonials


PODCASTS x INTERVIEWS

Life Stories with Johanna Garzili on Evertalk TV

Serah D’Laine - My Story

Good morning LaLa Land | Focus TV Network
Listen to Ep. “My Secrets To Self-Love"

https://vimeo.com/354089179
https://vimeo.com/354089179
https://vimeo.com/313230544
https://vimeo.com/313230544


The Driven Entrepreneur with Matt Brauning
Conscious Lifestylist and Instagram Influencer

Ancient Wisdom Today with Shaman Durek
Listen to Ep. XXXIII. Intimacy + Influence + Impact

Click
thumbnail

to listen

Click
thumbnail

to listen

Passion Love Pursuit Podcast with Erica Lippy
How To Stop Living An Old Story

True Grit and Grace with Amberly Lago
Be the Highest Version of YOU!

https://podtail.com/en/podcast/ancient-wisdom-today/xxxiii-intimacy-influence-impact-serah-d-laine/
https://mattbrauning.podbean.com/e/ep-105-serah-dlaine-conscious-lifestylist-and-spiritual-thought-leader/
https://mattbrauning.podbean.com/e/ep-105-serah-dlaine-conscious-lifestylist-and-spiritual-thought-leader/
https://podtail.com/en/podcast/ancient-wisdom-today/xxxiii-intimacy-influence-impact-serah-d-laine/
https://passionlovepursuit.libsyn.com/how-to-stop-living-an-old-story-and-write-your-new-love-story-with-serah-dlaine
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/write-your-new-love-story-be-highest-version-you-serah/id1488420537?i=1000462568921


The Adam Harman Show |790AM KABC Radio

Good morning LaLa Land | Focus TV Network
Listen to Ep. “How to keep the balance in life + love”

Listen to Ep. 15 - Relationship Remedy pts 1 & 2

Click
thumbnail

to listen

Click
thumbnail

to listen

Bold & Vulnerable with Jessica & Svetlana
"Professional Actress, Conscious love and lifestyle,

& Energy of Sedona"

The Lifted Podcast with Helen Denham (Part 1 + 2)
Near Death Experience, Dream Work, Manifesting Part 1

Self Love, Money, Partnership Part 2

https://youtu.be/KPd3XrQgPKU
https://youtu.be/ReVm-4-Bui0
https://youtu.be/KPd3XrQgPKU
https://youtu.be/ReVm-4-Bui0
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/bold-vulnerable-podcast/id1460585986?i=1000467283700
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/bold-vulnerable-podcast/id1460585986?i=1000467283700
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1PBDWkXxxEQiDiTTDBiCZ0?si=uWwCRum7T6O_mUD_cgm7mA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1tlIufyb6g9EO0Uol2apOK?si=ysy8d6ytRFqMl2dpEK-EqA


Women’s 
Empowerment
Why I create the The 
HigherHer Method + 
how this methodology 
can help shift cultural 
consciousness + is so 
important for women’s 
empowerment

NLP + Parts Work 
The science of creating 
new Neural Pathways in 
the mind, subconscious 

reprogramming + 
aligning the conflicting 
parts within our psyche

Spiritual Alignment
Maintain your power & 
identity by learning 
how intuition + 
alignment to your 
higher self applies not 
just to as our physical, 
emotional + mental 
well being but our 
professional success.

My NDE Experience
What is almost dying 
really like + what 
happens after that no 
one really talks about

Self Leadership Skills
How the Conscious vs. 

Subconscious works + why 
most of the “self love, 

mantras, books + videos” 
only work so far

Masculine + 
Feminine 
Alchemy
Setting a new 
standard within our 
personal + 
professional 
relationships, from 
the boardroom to 
the bedroom

Your Future Self
Using the power of 

Archetypes to 
design your unique 

self + personal 
brand, integrate it 

within your 
subconscious 

Spiral Dynamics
How our values 

influence the 
evolution of our 

collective cultural 
consciousness

SELF-LEADERSHIP
ASK ME ABOUT



Social media 
marketing

Community 
building

Brand 
Architecture

Ideal
Client

Attraction

Avatar
Archetypes

Personal 
Branding

Designing 
signature 
methods High-ticket 

sales
Psychology

BUSINESS
ASK ME ABOUT
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● Certified Executive Coach
● Certified NLP Practitioner + Hypnotherapist
● Certified “Timeline Dynamics™ Practitioner
● Landmark Graduate + S.E.L.P Coach
● Evolution Seminars Leadership Coach

● Creator of Destiny Mapping™ Hypnotherapy
● Creator of “Lead Like HER” Elite Program
● Creator of “Launch To Lead” Business Accelerator 
● Creator of "Power of Becoming" Digital Academy
● Creator of “Reviving Radiance” Online Mastery Course 
● Founder of "Soul Circle Collective" Community

● Parts Work + Integration Specialist 
● Owner/CEO of Jnana Jean Jewelry
● Social Media Marketing Expert
● Micro-Influencer
● Meditation Instructor
● Intuitive // Claircognizant
● Former Professional Actress 
● Public Speaker
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Serah leverages her experience as a professional actress to now work with female entrepreneurs 
+ executives, who have reached a professional plateau + want to shatter their glass ceiling + 
level up their business. She teaches the most effective techniques that rewire your mind + 
create the personality you need to become to unapologetically stand in your power. In business, 
she helps to skyrocket your success by creating their unique high-ticket offers + strategize your 
online presence to position your brand as the leading expert.

Serah began honing her entrepreneurial + self taught skills in personality psychology, human 
behavior + personal branding at age 13, in the entertainment industry. While all seemed 
beautiful on the outside - parties with top celebrities, red carpet lifestyle + making 6 figures 
before she know how to balance a checkbook, she was silently struggling through dissociation 
resulting from mental + emotional abuse. Feeling alone, disconnected + numb, she turned to 
drugs + alcohol just trying to feel something. Trying to feel alive, ultimately lead to a near-death 
experience (NDE) + Kundalini awakening at 25 years old, in the middle of her budding career. 
The event switched on heightened sensory-abilities + changed the trajectory of her life forever. 
She made the difficult decision to put a successful hollywood career on hold + follow her soul’s 
calling down a transformational journey of deeper self mastery + spiritual awareness.

Teaching the many facets of transformation since 2011, Serah created the “HigherHER” 
method, integrating emotional mastery, subconscious reprogramming + spiritual awareness into 
proven practices + the most effective formulas for creating positive neural pathways. She works 
with powerhouse women all over the world to build their empires + reach their next level of 
success.

Serah believes that when you reconnect to your highest self, integrate all parts of your 
personality to be in alignment with your purpose, you can truly show up as your authentic self. 
Serah is a stand for helping the women who are inspired, making an impact in the world towards 
positively influencing cultural change + advancing the spiral of higher consciousness.

Serah D'Laine - Leadership Mentor + Business Strategist - Former professional actress. 
CREATOR OF “LAUNCH TO LEAD” - “LEAD LIKE HER” - “DESTINY MAPPING HYPNOTHERAPY”
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Born in Santa Barbara, CA - raised mostly in Europe during my early to 
pre-teen years. I didn’t know the language so I learned to tap into the 
subtle energy of a person's emotional state through non-verbal cues.

At 12, I was first introduced to the concept of me as a personal brand 
while I began honing my empathy, psychology & emotional mastery as 
an actress of the entertainment industry.

By age 13, I was getting paid to be someone other than just me – I was 
portraying characters in stories written for me. On one side, it was my 
greatest creative expression…..on the other, I got very good at 
exchanging my own emotions for the those of a characters – suppressing 
my own voice. What I didn’t know then was, I was hiding from my true 
self - trying to escape from wound in my heart, trying to escape my own 
feelings……until one night, a near-death experience (NDE) in my mid 
twenties almost led me to escape my body for good. The experience 
changed the focus of my life forever – amplifying within me heightened 
sensory-abilities (clairsentient/clairvoyant).

For the next few years, I experienced deep personal transformation. 
Eventually making one of the hardest decisions of my life, to put my 
successful career on hold + finally listen to “her” - my deepest feminine 
voice, my true self. I followed a journey my soul, my heart, was calling me 
toward - to further my quest for even deeper spiritual wisdom. Some 
thought I was running away from it all, but for the first time in my life I felt 
like I was actually running towards something real. 

(*Continued)
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I packed half my belongings, sold the rest, colored my hair the shade of the 
red rocks + journeyed to my beloved Sedona, AZ. I was so inspired to dive 
into the field of personal growth, leadership & everything metaphysical. I 
expanded my knowledge through transformational trainings, mentorship, 
meditation + out-of-body-experiences (OBE), studying subtle energy fields 
& sacred geometry.

It’s taken me 15+ years in emotional empowerment, riding the edge 
between psychology, spiritual enlightenment + all the crazy love stories in 
between, to find that missing piece my soul was searching for. To finally 
discover the only character that ever mattered most + realize that I have 
been the writer of my own story all along…..so I can now help others 
remember they're not born to fit in, they are born to find their individuality 
that makes them stand out.

.....I am the creator of "HigherHER Method"- An integrative approach to 
experiential learning, using spiritual practices with proven transformational 
techniques for neuro, emotional + spiritual empowerment.

My mission is to help shift the consciousness of our cultural dynamic by 
offering my expertise to today's cycle-breaking 'Change Leaders’. To help 
them remove the subconscious blocks keeping them from higher self love 
+ gain the tools to unshakable confidence share their authentic voice to 
influence the world through their own soul-inspired mission.

…..& allow our inner goofball to make it FUN AF in the process!
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Serah D’Laine | txt: 818.209.9206

facebook YouTube Instagram Website Email

STAY CONNECTED
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